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ABSTRACT
Agglutination of electrostatically charged

dust particles may produce grains which attract H2O
molecules on dusty planetary surfaces. These compos-
ite agglutinated molecules are dragged by the solar
radiation pressure toward the poles where they are dis-
charged, fall down and accumulate on the surface. We
studied this electrostatic mechanism and we suggested
a model of accumulation process of H2O molecules on
polar regions of dusty planetary surfaces.

INTRODUCTION
If water molecules would occur (from any-

where) in the near vicinity of the lunar surface, then
they would escape to the space because of their high
velocity and great mean free path [1], in [2] [6]. If we
find a mechanism, which accumulates water molecules
so enlarging the mass of the water containing particles,
(first step), then we can preserve these molecules in the
lunar surface vicinity. Then, if we find another mecha-
nism which can transport these water containing parti-
cles toward some places of accumulation (second step),
then we may collect these preserved particles above
the lunar surface. Finally, if we find a mechanism, which
precipitates these particles (third step), then we find a
place where water containing particles store water on
the lunar surface. We studied all three steps and found
a mechanism, essentially electrostatic one, which gov-
erns these processes.

ACCUMULATION OF LARGER WATER
CONTAINING PARTICLES

In the electron tubes production of Tungsram
Factory, in 1935, Bródy and Palócz [3] discovered that
on the inner surface of the electron tube, even in the
case of hypervacuum, a monomolecular water molecule
layer can be found. This molecular water layer consid-
erably destroyed the efficiency of electron tubes and
diminished the lifetime of the cathode and affected the
electron emission of the cathode. In 1957, Hans Isreal
(Potsdam Atmospheric Research Institute, [2]) found
that the water molecules, which belong to the small
negative ions, have far longer lifetime (even with order
of magnitudes longer) then that of the small positive
ions. If in the near vicinity of a surface there exist a
space charge of electron cloud, then the water mole-
cules, (occurring in this cloud) will act as if they were
negitvely charged. These water molecules preserve

their charge even if the negative space charge cease.
(The average velocity of electrons is far larger then the
coexisting water molecules).

Imagine all this process in the near vicinity of
a dusty planetary surface (for example on the Moon). If
the negatively charged water molecules collide with
particles of a positively charged dust cloud (in good
vacuum) a new type of complex particle will be pro-
duced. This new particle will be 1) a loose aggregate of
ion, which 2) are neutral from outside, 3) has great
mass, 4) and therefore this larger particle will have far
lower velocity. If this particle falls to the surface the UV
radiation of the Sun can trigger electron emission from
this particle. As a result of this:

Fig. 1. The uprising of the microparticle from the plane-
tary surface.

the produced positively charged large particle will levi-
tate in the near vicinity of the surface. With small prob-
ability it will collide with a negatively charged water
molecule ion and this molecule will attach to the larger
one (Fig.1.). This process works as a feedback, which
enlarges the complex aggregate larger and larger [7].
Finally, this large mass particle oscillates in the near
vicinity of the surface and by the effect of the solar
wind pressure it moves along the surface curvature
step by step will be dragged toward the poles.

DRAG TOWARD THE POLES
Take a coagulated particle at the 45 degrees

latitude on a dusty planetary body. Three main forces
act on this particle. One force is gravity, other force is
solar wind pressure and the third is the electrostatic
force. The gravity force is determined by particle mass
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and G specific gravity. The solar wind pressure force
is determined by the effective cross section (surface
given by the diameter of coagulated particle). The elec-
trostatic force is determined by the field strength
coming from the surface charge of the planetary body
multiplied by the charge of the coagulated particle.
Among the three forces the gravitational one is con-
stant ( a good approximation), the solar wind force is
also constant in absolute value, but its components
projected to the gravitational force, changes according
to the cosine function with latitude. (Fig. 2.). The elec-
trostatic force is oscillating depending on the absorp-
tion negative or positive ions: as a result of the three
forces the coagulated particle periodically sinks or rises
to the surface.

Fig. 2. 1) Solar flux pressure, 2) Solar flux tangential
comp., 3) Solar Flux radial comp., 4) Electrostatic force,
5) Gravity force, 6) Angle of drift motion, 7) The dusty
planetary body, 8) The coagulated particle, (this con-
tains the water and bacteria), 9) Zone of sedimentation
in the vicinity of the Pole, 10) The equatorial plane, 11)
The planetary pole.

The components of the solar wind force
gradually changes with latitude. The tangential comp o-
nent of the solar wind pressure force (changing with
sinus function of the latitude) drift the particle toward
the poles between two (rising and sinking) oscillations.
(Fig. 1.) When the particle approaches the polar region
the local vertical component of this force becomes zero
(cosine function is zero here) while the tangential com-
ponent becomes almost one (sine function is 1 here).
Therefore, if the coagulated particle reached the pole, it
will remain in the vicinity of the pole, because there is
no force to move it out from this region.

CONSEQUENCES
On the surface of the dusty planetary body

the size distribution of the dust particles in the vicinity

of the equator will not exhibit a gaussian [5] because
the fine fraction of the dust slowly moves toward the
poles.

In the vicinity of a new great  impact crater the
dust produced by sublimation from the plasma origi-
nally have a gaussian size distribution. After some time
elapsed the size distribution will loose the fine fraction
because of the drift toward the poles. We suggest that
the age of the crater can be estimated on the extent of
lacking fine fraction drifted.

The coagulated particles - together with the
accompanying water component, - will accumulate in
the vicinity of those craters (in the planetary polar re-
gions) which are always in shadow.

If life of lower level (fungi, bacteria) has ever
been on the planetary surface it is probable, that inside
the coagulated particles such living organisms were
transported toward the poles and there they can be
found, collected, excavated. (It was found that spore
bacteria remained alive in strong electric fields [8].)
Therefore the greatest probability to find living organ-
isms on a planetary body is to go to the poles and col-
lect such loess-like soil in which life could be collected
and survived.

SUMMARY
We proposed a mechanism in which the ag-

glutination of electrostatically charged dust particles
may produce grains. These grains attract H2O mole-
cules on dusty planetary surfaces and grow during
time. The coagulated particles will be dragged by the
solar radiation pressure toward the poles where they
are discharged, fall down and accumulate on the sur-
face. This electrostatic mechanism accumulates H2O
molecules on polar regions of dusty planetary surfaces
in craters which are always in shadow.
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